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A procedure has been developed for the quantitative assessment of

nuclear safety computer codes and tested by comparison of RELAP4/M0D6

predictions with results from two Semiscale tests. This paper

describes the developed procedure, the application of the procedure to

Semiscale tes*"s, anri the results obtained from the comparison.

)' The developed Drocedure is based on decision theory in which

subjective weiqhtinqs are applied to selected code output variables

'claddinq temperature, flow, ....) and these weightjngs are used in

turn to weiqht the parametric error between predicted an /experimental

results. Parametric errors are calculated by integrating the

difference between predicted and experimental results over time. The

inteqrated errors are multiplied by the normalized parametric weighting

factors to obtain a total code score (TCS) between 0 ann1 100. TCS is

used to obtain an acceptance value for the code prediction based on

perception of calculational worth.

The procedure for correlating acceptance value with the TCS value M

was developed bv polling 150 nuclear safety engineers for thefr "

quantitative evaluation of seven representative comparisons of data and

cnde predictions. Evaluation of the results of this survey by an

experimental psychologist led to a correlation between the TCS and

acceptance of calculational validity.

Results obtained from initial application of the procedure

indicated a near constant TCS for the RELAP4/M0D6 code of 55 which is

translated to a 70% acceptance value for the code (that is, 70% of the

knowledgeable analysts would deem the prediction as an acceptable
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representation Of the data). The important point about the initial

results is not the actual TCS but that the TCS was quite constant over

the ranqe of analysis and implies that a basic, inherent capability of

the code is beinq measured which is not a direct result of particular

parametric behavior (most of which were hiqhly variable over the

analysis period).

SUMMARY

A procedure has been developed by which computer codes can be

quantitatively assessed with respect to the percentage of knowledgeable

analysts who would find the code prediction to be an acceptable

r^oreseitation °f ttie data. The procedure is preliminary in that 1) it

has been tested aqainst a limited amount of data and 2) the data base

for engineers' perception of worth is limited to the 150 engineers at

EG&G Idaho, Inc. However, the procedure appears sufficiently promising

to pursue as a method for quantitative assessment of computer codes.
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